
PRINCIPIOS SOBRE EL USO DE SACRAMENTOS

 
Pope John Paul II had been in dealing with Archbishops Thuc and Lefebvre
Principles To Be Applied In Dealing With Priests Purporting To Defend the Catholic 
Church
[Edited by Rev. François Egregyi]
The footnotes are at the end of this study.
In order to prove that the Faithful are obliged to shun a particular priest and that 
they may under no circumstances1 receive the sacraments from him, it is sufficient 
to know:
[1] That the priest acknowledges John Paul II as pope; or
[2] That he supports Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre; or
[3] That, even if he regards the Holy See as vacant and denounces Lefebvre, he 
gives the sacraments to people who accept John Paul II as pope or to supporters of 
Lefebvre; or
[4] That he gives the sacraments to people who, even if they denounce John Paul II 
and Lefebvre, nevertheless receive sacraments from priests who either support 
them or equivocate about them; or
[5] That he acknowledges the authority of the Vietnamese Archbishop Ngo-Dinh-
Thuc; or
[6] That he gives the sacraments to people who also receive the sacraments from 
priests who acknowledge the authority of Ngo-Dinh-Thuc.
Let us prove, either from definite authority or with irrefutable argument ultimately 
based on definite authority, that the propositions are correct. Let us look at each in 
turn.2
[1] The priest acknowledges John Paul II as pope. Of him it need only be said:
[11] A man, priest or layman, who acknowledges a non-Catholic as his religious 
leader, is necessarily a member of that non-Catholic “church” or sect, and it is 
impossible for a member of a non-Catholic sect to be a member of the Catholic 
Church as well. “No man can serve two masters”3, notwithstanding the vast 
number of people who try.
[12] A man who acknowledges John Paul II as pope therefore puts himself firmly 
outside the Catholic Church in the following ways:
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[121] At the very least through schism, which crime embraces not only a refusal to 
acknowledge a legitimate pope but also submission to an illegitimate claimant to 
the papacy.
[122] Through implied heresy, for it is impossible to acknowledge a heretic as pope 
without either denying by implication the revealed and infallible doctrine that a 
heretic cannot be pope on the one hand, or denying that his heresies are heresies 
on the other.
[13] Subject to the exception already referred to in footnote no. 1, a Catholic may in 
no circumstances receive the sacraments from a non-Catholic priest, even if the 
sacraments are valid4, and any one who knowlingly does so commits mortal sin. 
For although the law permits the Faithful “for any just cause” to receive the 
sacraments from an excommunicated priest (Canon 2261), this permission does 
not extend to an excommunicated priest who is not a Catholic. This would be active 
religious participation with non-Catholics – communicatio in sacris cum acatholicis – 
and is unequivocally forbidden by Canon 1258/1: “It is unlawful for the Faithful in 
any way actively to be present at or take part in the religious services of non-
Catholics.”5 It need hardly be said that there are no circumstances in which one 
may commit mortal sin, not even to receive the sacraments, indeed particularly 
where the sacraments are concerned.
[2] The priest supports Archbishop Lefebvre or refuses to denounce him.
[21] A priest who supports Marcel Lefebvre and represents him as being a valiant 
defender of the Catholic Faith commits as a minimum the following crimes, even if 
he is not a member of the Society of St. Pius X himself:
[211] He is supporting a man who has publicly subscribed to, and never recanted, 
clear heresies, such as the contents of the heretical Vatican II Declaration on 
Ecumenism.
[212] He is supporting a man who publicly acknowledges himself, by virtue of 
acknowledging John Paul II as his “Holy Father,” to be a member of John Paul II’s 
“Conciliar Church”.
[213] He is therefore supporting, and putting himself on the same side as, an 
enemy of Christ.
[214] He is sufficiently condemned already, but he has also, so far as we can see, 
on this count alone put himself outside the Catholic Church; for if Lefebvre is a 
member of John Paul II’s church, how can one be in the same church as Lefebvre 
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without also being in the same church as John Paul II?
[22] “But supposing what you say in [214] is wrong,” it may be objected, “why may 
we not receive the sacraments from such a priest with permission granted by the 
law under Canon 2261, which permits the Fithful to receive the sacraments ‘for any 
just cause’ from an excommunicated priest?” One may never expose oneself to 
danger of perversion from false teachers, nor may one receive the sacraments from 
a priest who is giving public scandal. Where notorious sinners6 are concerned St. 
Thomas Aquinas says that, as with heretical and schismatical priests, “though they 
have the power to consecrate the Eucharist, yet they do not make a proper use of 
it; on the contrary they sin by using it. But whoever communicates with another who 
is in sin becomes a sharer in his sin. Hence we read in 2 John 11 that ‘he that saith 
unto him, God speed you, communicateth with his wicked works.’ Consequently it is 
not lawful to receive Communion from him or to assist at his Mass.”
Moreover, the priest who supports Lefebvre would quite certainly be prepared to 
give the sacraments to others who support Lefebvre, including members of the 
Society of St. Pius X, and this involves another crime of public sacrilege, explained 
in Nos. [3] and [4] below.
[23] What if the priest gives Lefebvre only qualified support – maintaining, for 
instance, that Lefebvre is acting with great incompetence in his defence of Catholic 
truth and tradition, but that at least he was accustomed to spell out the truth in 
earlier days? By saying that Lefebvre is a Catholic bishop at all, the priest is saying 
that Lefebvre is a member of the same Church as he is, which is the same as to 
say that he (the priest) is a member of the same church as Lefebvre is. And since 
Lefebvre openly and publicly professes that John Paul II is his pope, to be in the 
same church as Lefebvre is, by an unbreakable link in the chain of the argument, to 
profess that he is in the same church as John Paul II and thus outside the Catholic 
Church. True, it is possible to imagine someone saying that he is a member of the 
same church as John Paul II – indeed in our day it is possible to imagine people 
saying virtually anything – but such a statement has no more meaning than has an 
assertion that something is simultaneously black and white, and any member of the 
Faithful who exposes himself to such a priest is exposing himself to a madman.
Moreover, again as in [23] there is no possibility that such a priest will refuse the 
sacraments to Lefebvrites, a crime which is explained in Nos. [3] and [4] below.
[24] What if the priest gives no support to Lefebvre but merely refuses to denounce 
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him when it is appropriate that he should do so? A priest, or anyone else, is bound 
to do what he can to prevent the Faithful under his influence from exposing 
themselves to heretics and from partaking in sacrilegious sacraments; and his duty 
to tell the Faithful to shun Lefebvre and his associates is no less grave than his duty 
to tell them to have nothing to do with the Greek Orthodox Church or the Lutherans. 
In this case, because Lefebvre holds himself out to be a Catholic bishop, not to 
oppose him is to give tacit support to him. Nor is this a theory invented by ourselves 
to lend weight to our case. On the contrary, it is a teaching of the Church. “Not to 
oppose erroneous doctrine is to approve of it,” wrote Pope Innocent III, “and not to 
defend true doctrine is to suppress it.”7 It is difficult to think of more disastrously 
erroneous doctrine than that the See of Peter is validly occupied by John Paul II, 
who could not unfairly be described as the personification of the very synthesis of 
the erroneous doctrines pervading our era.
And, once again, if the priest does not denounce Lefebvre, he cannot refuse the 
sacraments to people who also go to Lefebvre or his associates for the sacraments, 
which we shall now examine in the next two numbers.
[3] The priest regards the Holy See as vacant and denounces Lefebvre but gives 
the sacraments to people who regard John Paul II as pope and/or to supporters of 
Lefebvre.
[31] Members of the “Conciliar Church” are, as shown in [1] and [2] above, non-
Catholics. The same applies to members and supporters of Lefebvre’s Society of 
St. Pius X. Since the Society is part of the “Conciliar Church” so, necessarily, is any 
member of it.
[32] In their dealings with non-Catholics, Catholic priests are therefore firmly bound 
by Canon 731, the second, and relevant, sentence of which reads: “It is forbidden 
to administer the sacraments of the Church to heretics or schismatics, even though 
they err in good faith and ask for them, unless they have first renounced their errors 
and been reconciled with the Church.”
[33] The priest who disregards Canon 731 is publicly committing the crime of 
sacrilege in defiling the Precious Blood of Our Lord, and anyone who receives the 
sacraments from a priest whom he knows to be doing this shares in his crime and 
must expect to share his punishment. [See 22] And anyone who thinks that it is not 
right for a layman to concern himself with such an offense, saying to himself 
perhaps that the priest is only doing it out of charity and that it is best not to be 
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harsh in these confusing times, is simply demonstrating his ignorance, very 
prevalent today, of how appalling the sin of sacrilege is. Sins directly against God 
are vastly worse than sins against our fellow-men.
Perhaps the best thing a person who wishes to go to the Mass of a priest who 
welcomes all comers at the Communion rail should do, is to ask himself if he would 
also go to the Mass of a priest who, as part of the proceedings, spat on handfuls of 
consecrated Hosts and then threw them onto the floor; for the crime in each case is 
of the same nature.
[4] The priest gives the sacraments to people who, although they themselves 
denounce John Paul II and Lefebvre, yet also receive the sacraments from priests 
who support them or equivocate about them. Although the demonstration that such 
a priest must be shunned is more complicated, it is no less irrefutable, as a careful 
reading of the following arguments will show:
[41] A priest may not administer the sacraments (apart, of course, from the 
sacrament of penance to a penitent Catholic) to non-Catholics or to Catholics 
notoriously leading lives of mortal sin; to do so is to commit sacrilege.
[42] A person who knowlingly and publicly receives the sacraments from non-
Catholics publicly and scandalously commits the sacrilegious crime of 
“communicatio in sacris cum acatholicis.” He also incurs “suspicion of 
heresy” (Canon 2316).
[43] A priest who administers the sacraments to a person committing the crime set 
out in [42] above is giving the sacraments to one scandalously and notoriously 
leading a life of mortal sin, and is thus openly and scandalously committing 
sacrilege himself. As in [33] above, one who receives the sacraments from such a 
priest “communicateth with his wicked works.”8
[5] The priest acknowledges the authority of the Vietnamese Archbishop Ngo- Dinh-
Thuc.
[51] The list of the crimes that Thuc has committed against the Church and against 
God is a long one, and we shall mention merely some of the more horrifying ones.
[511] At Vatican II he fell into heresy like all the other bishops and cardinals, and 
automatically forfeited his ecclesiastical offices, including, of course, that of bishop. 
He even, incidentally, signed the Declaration on Religious Liberty which Lefebvre 
signed too (in spite of the latter’s ulterior denial). Since he has never retracted his 
signature to those documents or recanted heresies (even though he has accused 
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others of heresy!) he is still a non-Catholic and an ex-bishop.9
[512] In January 1976 he broke Canon 953, and thus under Canon 237010 would 
have been suspended from all his offices if he had retained any offices to be 
suspended from, by consecrating several bishops without an expressly granted 
papal mandate. (One of the newly consecrated bishops later founded the Palmar 
de Troya sect, appointing himself “pope” and taking the title of Gregory XVII.)
[513] He continued to acknowledge the jurisdiction of non-Catholic non-pope Paul 
VI, when the latter “lifted” the suspension which he had incurred (or rather would 
have incurred) in [512] above.
In 1983 he issued a proclamation correctly declaring that the Holy See was vacant. 
This did not, however, restore his own office, first because offices do not become 
restored automatically but must be given back by competent authority, i.e. by the 
pope; secondly because, not having recanted his heresies, and thus remaining 
outside the Church, he could not possibly be eligible for any office in the Catholic 
Church anyway.
[515] At about the same time that he issued the proclamation, he again 
transgressed against Canon 953 by consecrating bishops, and again would have 
been suspended under Canon 2370 had there been anything to suspend him from. 
Under the same canons those whom he consecrated, and all who took part in the 
consecrations, were also suspended.
[52] At this point it is opportune to set out Canons 953 and 2370 in full:
Canon 953: “The consecration of bishops is reserved to the Roman Pontiff in such 
manner that no bishop is allowed to consecrate anyone as bishop unless he has 
first made certain that he has a mandate from the pope.”
Canon 2370: “A bishop who consecrates another bishop, the assisting bishops, or 
the priests who in place of assisting bishops assist the consecrator and the newly 
consecrated bishop who receives consecration without apostolic mandate in 
violation of Canon 953, are all automatically suspended (and excommunicated) 
until the Apostolic See shall have relieved them from the penalty.”
And, lest anyone opine that, in these days of hopeless confusion and with pratically 
the entire hierarchy wiped out (except, perhaps, for some 60 Roman Catholic 
clandestine bishops in China who ignore the existence of Vatican II and the four last 
non-popes in Rome), some modification in the laws of the Church to rectify the 
situation is both permissable and sensible, “modification” means “change” or 
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“innovation,” which, during the vacancy of the Holy See, the legislator has 
emphatically banned. Canon 436, the shortest Canon in the Code of Canon Law, 
succinctly and conclusively says: “Sede vacante nihil innovetur.” “While the See is 
vacant, no innovation (or change) is permitted.”
[53] The priests who support Thuc and his bishops fall into two categories:
[531] Those who have been ordained by one of his newly consecrated bishops. 
Their case is simple. They have been ordained illegally and sacrilegiously by a 
suspended bishop who was illegally consecrated by a heretic who has also usurped 
the authority of the Holy See. Moreover, to deny the need of a papal mandate to 
consecrate is to reject the authority of the papacy, which is an act of schism. Thus 
no priest “descended from” Thuc who claims that he can function as a priest can be 
a Catholic.
[532] Those who were ordained in the Catholic Church but have responded to the 
exhortations of Thuc’s bishops to submit to their jurisdiction and authority. (In the 
United States one Thuc-ite bishop, Bishop Vezelis, claimed jurisdiction over the half 
of the U.S. east of the Mississippi; the other, Bishop Musey, over the half west of 
the Mississippi and also over Florida.) Even if Thuc were not a heretic and thus a 
non-Catholic – which he is – a priest who submitted to his organization would still 
be entering into a schismatic sect for two reasons.
First, the law clearly states that a bishop may only consecrate when he has made 
certain that he has a papal mandate. To give oneself a mandate which only the 
pope can give is either to reject the authority of the pope or to usurp the authority of 
the pope, both of which are acts of schism. Secondly, the pope and the pope alone, 
is, as Dom Gueranger puts it, “the source of all spiritual jurisdiction.”11 Bishops are 
simply not allowed to give themselves and others territories over which they have 
episcopal jurisdiction, and no one is allowed to submit himself to those who do. To 
usurp authority which belongs to the papacy is to set up one’s own church; and 
therefore even a priest who has not been ordained by one of Thuc’s bishops goes 
into schism the moment he submits to his authority; and the Faithful may not 
receive the sacraments from schismatics.
[6] The priest gives the sacraments to people who also receive the sacraments 
from priests who acknowledge the authority of Archbishop Ngo-Dinh-Thuc.Virtually 
the same principles apply as those set out in [4], in which priests who gave the 
sacraments to people who at other times received them from Lefebvrites were 
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considered. In summary, a priest is not allowed to give the sacraments to people 
who also take part in the religious services of non-Catholic sects; and for a Catholic 
to receive the sacraments from a priest who knowingly does this is to share his 
crime.
* * *
One question, together with other questions which flow from it, is worth asking 
before leaving the general treatment of this subject. What of the priests who give 
the sacraments to people who acknowledge John Paul II, or who support Lefebvre, 
or who submit to Thuc, or who are undiscriminating about from whom they receive 
the sacraments, without realizing it? If such priests see someone at Mass for the 
first time, for instance, how can they prevent him (or her) from receiving Holy 
Communion if he (or she) comes up to the Communion rail? Priests never used to 
cross-question all who came to Mass about their religious beliefs before giving 
them Communion, so why should they do so now? Moreover, surely to refuse 
someone Communion would be uncharitable, and scandalous, and could be likely 
to put off someone new who might otherwise have come to the truth.
First, to commit sacrilege is most certainly not charitable. A Catholic’s first duty is to 
love God; and to give greater weight to the feelings, or even what he believes to be 
the best interests, of his neighbour than to his duty to God is to commit the sin of 
human respect. A priest’s primary obligation in the matter is not to allow the Body of 
Our Lord to be desecrated, and the problems arising from any feelings that might 
be bruised in the process must be left to God to solve12. Canon 731 is clear and 
definite; and expressly included among those whom it bans from the sacraments 
are those who err in good faith.
And while it is true that in former times priests did not inquire into the beliefs of 
newcomers before giving them Holy Communion, there was in those days no 
reason why they should. Before the “take-off” of ecumenism during the last three or 
four decades, scarcely any non-Catholics would have wanted to receive the 
sacraments from a Catholic minister – the Catholic Church, generally speaking, 
was abhorred by “the world” – so that a reasonable working presumption was that 
anyone who wanted the sacraments must be entitled to them; and this was 
especially true given that there was not the difficulty in assessing whether someone 
who claimed to be Catholic was a Catholic that there is today.
Today, by contrast, where it is a matter of obvious fact that the truth, however 
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demonstrable it may be, is seen by so few,13 it must certainly be a working 
presumption that whether or not any particular newcomer is entitled to receive the 
sacraments is at least a matter of serious doubt. To assume otherwise would be a 
sin against prudence, a sin of very considerable rashness indeed. Therefore a 
priest’s clear duty with someone whom he does not know is not to give him the 
sacraments until, if necessary, he has carefully questioned him as to his beliefs and 
as to from where else he receives the sacraments, and until he has instructed him 
and arranged for him to be (in the words of Canon 731) “reconciled with the 
Church.”
What if the priest does not have time to talk to a newcomer before Mass starts? 
The correct thing to do, and we understand that this is sometimes done even by 
priests who are less scrupulous about obeying other laws of the Church, is surely 
for the priest to mention, at some convenient point such as before the beginning of 
Mass or before the distribution of Holy Communion, that he would be grateful if 
newcomers did not come up to receive Holy Communion on this occasion; to give a 
brief outline of the reason; and to ask them to discuss the matter with him after 
Mass. No Catholic who has a sincere respect for the love of the Blessed Eucharist 
will object to its being protected from the risk of desecration in this way, even if it 
means that he must forgo Holy Communion on this occasion.
(1) Except, under restricted conditions, in danger of death, for the reception of the 
sacrament of penance or, if unconscious, the sacrament of extreme unction.
(2) We could have added a seventh proposition “that the priest does not say Mass 
exclusively according to the Tridentine Rite or one of the other rites approved by 
Pope St. Pius V’s Bull Quo Primum; but there is no need to do so, since any such 
priest would certainly also be covered by at least one of the six propositions we 
have set out.
(3) Matt. 6:24.
(4) There is frequently confusion between “validity” and “liceity” (or legality) in 
connection with the sacraments. When sacraments are invalid they have not been 
confected at all, and to receive invalid sacraments is always illicit. However, it can 
also be illicit (which means “forbidden by the Church”) to receive even valid 
sacraments, as for instance when they are administered by non-Catholics as is 
being discussed here. To receive valid sacraments illicitly is to commit the mortal 
sin of sacrilege.
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(5) Canon 1258/2 goes on to say that passive presence is tolerated in certain 
circumstances provided that no scandal or danger of perversion would arise from it.
(6) But only when they are notorious or under ecclesiastical sentence. Although it is 
always forbidden to receive the sacraments from schismatics and heretics, it can be 
lawful to receive them from sinful priests unless they are notorious “either from 
being convicted and sentenced, or from having acknowledged the guilt in legal 
form, or from it being impossible to conceal the guilt by subterfuge.” (Summa 
Theologica, part III, q. 82, art. 9, reply to objection 3)
(7)Dist. 85.
(8) 2 John 11.
(9) See [4] below.
(10) This is not to imply that if he did retract his heresies he would “automatically 
and without declaration” regain the office of bishop. Bishops must be appointed or 
re-appointed, and this can only be done by the reigning pope if there is one. See 
[514].
(11) The Liturgical Year by Dom Prosper Gueranger: Feast of Our Lady, Help of 
Christians (May 24).
(12) The main exception to the rule that a priest may not commit sacrilege in 
knowingly administering the Blessed Eucharist to unworthy recipients is when to 
refuse it would involve any risk of breaking, even by implication, the seal of the 
confessional.
(13) This is not because of intellectual difficulties in working out what the truth is. 
The problem lies in the will. “For there shall be a time when they will not endure 
sound doctrine.” (2 Tm 4:3) It is not that they can’t, but that they won’t.
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